Vehicle access – Potters Fields Park
Site rules for vehicles:


Any vehicle moving on the park or paths must have a banksmen (person with high-viz
jacket walking in front of the vehicle) at all times.



Vehicles cannot drive on the grass unless track-way has been put down first.



There is a separate vehicle access form that needs to be filled in and returned to us
prior to an event accessing site. You are responsible to ensure all vehicles accessing
site are part of your event.



Vehicles are not permitted on More London estate or One Tower Bridge land,
demarcated by the red dashed line and paving on site.



Private cars are not allowed onto the park at any time. Production vehicles can offload
& load on the park but must park offsite.



No vehicles over 7.5 tonnes are permitted on the park and vehicle access is limited to
07.00 – 23.00, Monday – Saturday or 07.00 – 22.00 Sunday.

There are two vehicle access points onto Potters Fields Park numbered on the map below:
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1 - Potters Fields road
This is the main route for all vehicles onto site. There is a gate here and we can sign over the
key to unlock this. Vehicles larger than 7.5 tonnes can only travel up this road to a certain
point marked X and drop off. Vehicles 7.5 tonne and below can continue through point X and
onto the park itself. 7.5 tonne vehicles require a skilled and experienced driver to make the
tight turn at the top of Potters Fields road and boarding must be placed on the grass to
facilitate this turn.
This road is currently being used by Berkeley Homes for the One Tower Bridge development
so it can be busy. Therefore all deliveries need to be scheduled in advance (at least 5 days’
notice required).
Our gate onto the park must be locked back into position after the vehicle has
passed through.
2 – Tower Bridge
Access is possible for vehicles up to 7.5 tonne under Tower Bridge between 08.00 to 11.00
and 16.00 to 18.00 only. There is a bollard here and we can sign over the key to unlock
this.
This is accessed via Horselydown road off Tower Bridge. There is a further barrier on this road
which is opened by the security at 50 Shad Thames. Their number is 0207 403 6410 and
their security desk is opposite this barrier. They can either be called or the driver must go to
the security reception and ask for access to the park.
Our bollard onto the park must be locked back into position after the vehicle has
passed through.
N.B - Weavers Lane, which is next to the park off Tooley Street, belongs to More London
Estate and is private property. It is not possible to use this road for access.
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